
Delivery Architect

Functie Delivery Architect

Locatie Rotterdam

Uren per week 40 uren per week

Looptijd 16.10.2022 - 16.04.2023

Opdrachtnummer 120063

Sluitingstijd 16.04.2023

Rolomschrijving en taakafspraken

Het CV en de motivatie dienen aangeboden te worden in het Engels.

Het CV dient in een Word format aangeleverd te worden.

Where you fit in

Shell is building tools to facilitate a joint understanding of energy transition.

The Delivery Architect leads a team of developers to deliver this tool, and takes responsibility for establishing, documenting, and maintaining a clean

software architecture.

You will have the opportunity to work in a challenging but rewarding environment that is fast paced and changing fundamentally as we transform our

business to meet our ambition to be a net-zero emissions energy business by 2050, whilst delivering a world class business case that has a strong
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societal license to operate.

What’s the role?

As a delivery architect, you will be doing the following:

•    Lead a team of developers to deliver a customer energy transition modelling tool

•    Establish, document, and maintain sound software architecture

•    Liaise with business stakeholders to ensure business requirements are met

•    Foster a culture of excellence within your team

•    Provide coaching to junior team members

•    Bring expert-level knowledge of backend software engineering, including Python, Golang (nice to have), REST, and GraphQL (nice to have)

•    In addition, frontend engineering knowledge, including Javascript and React, is a nice to have

•    Familiarity with JIRA and Github

•    Modelling and simulation: Simulink, Modelica, or other object-oriented simulation technologies

What we need from you

As a delivery architect, you must have the following skills and requirements:

•    Proven experience on relevant field, can work solely without supervision

•    Product Complexity: high due to modelling aspects.

•    Team Size: technical lead of a small scrum team with great potential for scaling up

Company Description

Shell Nederland BV is a platform for international collaboration, with Shell offering direct employment to around ten thousand people in the

Netherlands alone, including roughly 2,800 non-Dutch employees from around 80 countries. Diversity is key at Shell Nederland, and our employees

reflect the innovation that stems from a diverse workforce. By joining Shell Nederland, you will benefit from an unrivalled industry-leading

development programme that will see you tap into a pool of expert knowledge that will help propel your career. Shell Nederland is the holding

company of most Shell companies operating in the Netherlands. Shell Nederland also has an advisory and coordinating role in numerous areas.

An innovative place to work

There’s never been a more exciting time to work at Shell.

Join us and you’ll be adding your talent and imagination to a business with the ambition to shape the future – whether by investing in oil, gas and

renewable energy to meet demand, exploring new ways to store energy, or developing technology that helps the world to use energy more efficiently,

everyone at Shell does their part.

An inclusive place to work

To power progress, we need to attract and develop the brightest minds and make sure every voice is heard. Here are just some of the ways we are

nurturing an inclusive environment – one where you can express your ideas, extend your skills, and reach your potential.

•    We’re creating a space where people with disabilities can excel through transparent recruitment process, workplace adjustments and ongoing

support in their roles. Feel free to let us know about your circumstances when you apply, and we’ll take it from there.

•    We’re closing the gender gap – whether that’s through action on equal pay or by enabling more women to reach senior roles in engineering and

technology.

•    We’re striving to be a pioneer of an inclusive and diverse workplace, promoting equality for employees regardless of sexual orientation or gender

identity.

•    We consider ourselves a flexible employer and want to support you finding the right balance. We encourage you to discuss this with us in your
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application.

Bekijk opdracht online
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